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Survey of reference service providers 
•  Goal: Evaluate IMLS DCC, to determine what 
reference providers want from a cultural 
heritage aggregation 
•  Random sample of academic and public 
libraries of all sizes 
•  1200 surveyed; 400+ respondents*  
•  Details will follow in a survey report 
*While the response rate was not ideal, and therefore we cannot claim statistical significance, 
open-ended responses were extremely rich and substantial  
2 
http://imlsdcc.grainger.illinois.edu 
416 libraries responded 
Academic Libraries** 
Small (<3K) 89 
Medium (3-9K) 49 
Large (>9K) 28 
Total 166 
Public Libraries* 
Small (<25K) 141 
Medium 
(25-100K) 
57 
Large (100K) 52 
Total 250 
*Sampled from the comprehensive directories of the 2009 PLDS survey 
**Sampled from the index of the 2009 NCES Academic Libraries survey 
-Largest group of respondents came from small public libraries, those most likely to 
benefit from a free public resource like DCC 
-All 50 states represented in responses (45 represented by public libraries alone) 
Q: What groups* in your community are the 
most frequent users of historical materials? 
Public Academic 
#1 Genealogists Undergrad students 
#2 General adults Faculty 
#3 History enthusiasts Grad students 
#4 High school students History enthusiasts 
#5 Primary and middle 
school students 
Genealogists 
#6 Undergrad students General adults 
#7 Other Professionals 
* We offered respondents a controlled list of responses to this question, all but three standard library categories.  
We added categories for history enthusiasts, genealogists, and professionals – groups that emerged as frequently  
cited users in previous qualitative studies. 
Q: Historical topics of greatest interest to 
your users? 
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Respondents offered us 2500 topics. We coded those topics into ~250 
categories. These are the top categories of interest.  
NB: Categories do show some overlap. 
Comparison to topical coverage in DCC
•  The following slide shows a network analysis of subjects covered 
in the DCC resource. 
•  How to read it: Green dots represent subjects. Yellow dots 
represent collections. The lines between them represent which 
subjects are attached to which collections. The larger the green 
dot, the more common the topic. 
•  We were surprised that, though responses to the topical 
question were completely open-ended, the most popular topics 
were very similar to subject strengths in DCC. 
DCC collection topics, in 
comparison 
Local history is essential 
Breakdown of localized topics 
More than 30% of all responses revolved around local history.  
This is the breakdown of that 30%. 
local history 
state history 
university history 
local architecture and real estate 
regional history 
newspapers (local) 
local info (non-historical) 
Q: What other digital history 
 resources do you provide? 
Academic  
• Newspaper archives 
• America: History and life 
• EBSCOhost 
• ProQuest 
• Various consortia and state digital 
aggregations 
• DocSouth 
• American Memory 
• American Periodicals Service 
Public 
• Ancestry.com 
• Heritage Quest 
• Newspaper archives 
• EBSCOhost 
• State digital aggregations 
Q: Compared to other digital history resources you 
 provide, how would you describe the coverage 
 provided by DCC? 
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We asked respondents several questions about the relative coverage of DCC compared to other digital history resources they use.  
This chart shows the most common pattern: for small public libraries, especially, DCC offers broader or much broader coverage  
of topics, geography, and types of materials. 
In other words, the DCC resource, and perhaps cultural heritage aggregations, appear to fill a gap! 
Complexity and clarity of collection 
records? 
•  We received a mixed bag of responses to this 
question.  
•  "The record is much too long.  It would be better…to embed it so that it 
can be opened by the interested reader.  …”  
VS 
•  "I think this provides excellent information, especially descriptions of 
access, copyright, etc." 
Q: Usefulness on the whole? 
•  For service providers > For end users 
“Looks like it would be more use for enriching studies, 
not for finding concrete facts… fascinating once you 
know what you're looking for.” 
“Our users are primarily interested in their immediate 
community so much of the material … is broader than 
they are looking for” 
Q: What should be added? 
•  “More regional specific material…” 
•  “very, very local history” 
•  “More links to open access collections!” 
•  More text, maps, local images 
•  ETC. – this is just a teaser for the detailed report 
Q: Recommendations for 
 presentation?  
•  Narrower browsing categories 
•  "Subject webs that show how one subject is linked to another. 
For instance, a church building postcard for Moline, Illinois, is 
linked to … postcards, Moline, Illinois, and the church’s 
denomination."” 
•  Interlinking with existing resources: “a version intended for 
those with easy and seamless access to EBSCO and other 
databases…” 
•  Multilinguality 
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